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We are C:Connect

The Biggest impact of the 21
century

We strongly believe that prosperity begins at the local level. Through small to

medium-sized creative enterprises, We, as consumers, demand better for the

products and services we choose to interact with.

This is done by our purchasing power and the communities that are formed. We work

hard for our money. Therefore the brands we choose to intact with the need to work

harder. That’s why we are on a mission to provide creative digital solutions to

passionate brands intelligently.

Build Fans,Not Customers.
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Branding for the 21 century

Branding foundations are the key to a successful streetwear

brand in the 21 century. It’s the DNA that sets your brand

apart from the rest and helps your brand make the most

significant positive impact. We always set foundational

knowledge when developing a brand. From Brand Avatars To

Attributes, Mission, Visions and Colour, Typography and the

brand’s goals are the building blocks for a brand that will

last.
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TJ Maxwell

Design

Dimitry Ulyanov

Development
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More Projects

Lets Work Together :) hello@cconnect.co :) Lets Work Together :) hello@cconnect.co :)

Ideas That Matter
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0900-1700 MST
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hello@cconnect.co
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TJ and Richard were great to work

with. I needed a website and logo

refresh and they nailed it! I am

excited to see the results of

increased traffic and sales over the

coming months! Highly recommend these

guys.

Kate Clay

CEO

This is the Perfect Marketing that I

needed to get my company S.Thomas

Cleaning Enterprise a Strong brand

and even better exposer!! After I had

them market my company, business

started to go thru the roof!!! I

strongly recommend their marketing if

you want your establishment to become

successful!!

Billy Crystal

CEO

They guys at C:Connect were great to

work with. My website looks great and

is attracting more customers! Thanks

again guys!

Mitchel Nicholas

CEO
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Founded in 2020, C:Connect is a
branding agency with a goal in

mind – to build authentic
connection between brands and

people through strategic design.

https://cconnect.co/tjmaxwell/
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